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1950s

People often write off the 1950s as a dreary decade. In fact, it was dramatic and

traumatic: the era when we could feel the ground beginning to shift beneath our feet.

Just think what it involved: the Suez fiasco; the Soviet invasion of Hungary; the first

space satellite; British troops involved in "peace-keeping" activities in Cyprus, Malaya,

Kenya and Aden. At home, there was also growing conflict between orthodoxy and

non-conformism with the rise of the Angry Young Men, CND and clashes between police
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and protesters in Trafalgar Square. And all this was reflected in British theatre.

John Osborne's The Entertainer, written just as the Suez crisis was coming to a head in

1956, remains the ultimate symbolic play of the decade. Osborne's genius was to see the

dying music hall as a metaphor for a fatigued, post-imperial Britain. But other

dramatists were equally alert to the movements of history. Arnold Wesker's Chicken

Soup With Barley brilliantly charted a changing Britain from 1936 to 1956; and John

Arden's Serjeant Musgrave's Dance, triggered by an incident in Cyprus where British

troops went on the rampage after a terrorist killing, retains a frightening topicality.

Two plays, which neatly bookend the decade, show how the theatre expressed the

violence within British culture. Although a flop in 1951, John Whiting's Saint's Day is a

seminal work that captures the idea of a society on the point of breakdown. It is

strangely echoed by Harold Pinter's The Birthday Party, also derided on its first

appearance in 1958 but possessing a similarly long afterlife. Pinter pins down, through

the invasive presence of Goldberg and McCann, the pressures exerted on the

non-conformist individual by Judaic and Catholic culture.

If one big issue was ignored at the time, it was that of Britain's relation to Europe.

Britain failed to get involved in the 1950 Schuman Plan for the European Coal and Steel

Community, a visionary idea that found fulfilment in the 1957 Treaty of Rome and the

birth of the Common Market. And British theatre stayed out of Europe, too. It was an

opportunity missed.

MB

Rebecca Lenkiewicz
I found a 1950s advertisement for a teddy bear. That breathed. This ominous toy reflects

a society that was not tactile. Some even believed it was unhygienic to embrace your

child. The news was full of steely terms - the cold war, the iron curtain. While consumer

society craved the latest bleached Fridgidaire, the civil rights movement challenged and

undermined the supremacy of white America. Against this backdrop, "youth" burst forth

as a potent power for the first time. A force. Potentially dangerous.

Brando was the Wild One. Jimmy Dean became an icon of rebellion and tragic, beautiful

delinquents. Music became a religion. Teenage tribes came into being. I discovered

London's "teddy girls" in Ken Russell's striking photos of them. Working-class, tough,

often donning male attire, they hung around on bombsites and peopled coffee bars. The

first "girl tribe". Their faces were intense, defiant, some looked as if they'd seen all of life

by 16.

I set my play, Blue Moon Over Poplar, around the few days when Ruth Ellis was

convicted for the murder of her former lover, Blakely. His brutality towards her had
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caused her to miscarry his child 10 days before she shot him. Her sentence caused

outrage, especially among women. When Ellis was hanged, her 10-year-old son was told

his mother was away modelling in Capri. These events, and the strength and beauty in

the faces that Russell captured, gave me fuel for my play, which is very much about

youth, indomitable youth.

1960s

There are two views of the swinging 60s. The extreme right mock it as a decade in which

hairdressers became famous and permissiveness undermined society. The hard left

lament the failure to achieve permanent revolution, particularly after the Paris

upheavals of 1968 known as "les événements". But the sober truth is that, under the

much-derided Labour government from 1964 to 1970, Britain changed for the better.

Hanging was abolished. Homosexuality was decriminalised. Abortion, thanks to a

private member's bill, was legalised.

In the theatre, it was a momentous decade. The Royal Shakespeare and National

Theatre companies were founded. Censorship was formally abolished in the 1968

Theatres Act. And in London, the fringe exploded into life. What you saw, on all fronts,

was a questioning of established authority. Beyond the Fringe, at the 1960 Edinburgh

festival, lampooned everything from smug prime ministers to racist landladies and

baronial trade unionists. And Joan Littlewood's Oh! What a Lovely War in 1963

pioneeringly viewed the first world war from the vantage point of ordinary soldiers.

Both were brilliant pieces of theatre that helped explode the culture of deference.

Although it was a decade of radical change, class was still a key determinant, and a host

of plays examined its pervasive influence. Arnold Wesker's Chips With Everything,

dealing with a National Service rebel, anticipated Marcuse's idea of "repressive

tolerance". Peter Barnes's The Ruling Class satirised the hereditary principle. And Peter

Nichols's The National Health (due for revival?) and Alan Bennett's Forty Years On were

state-of-the-nation plays dissecting the conflict between the old order and the new.

Arguably, though, the decade's key political play was Edward Bond's much-reviled

Saved (1965), a devastating analysis of the way a class-based, capitalist society depends

on the existence of a semi-skilled, under-educated workforce saturated in images of

aggression.

In short, 1960s theatre put large swathes of British life on stage. It also launched,

through the emerging fringe, a whole generation of new writers, including Trevor

Griffiths, Howard Brenton and David Halliwell. But two vital areas went unexplored.

The Royal Court discovered a first-rate Jamaican writer in Barry Reckord, whose

Skyvers, dealing with life in a bog-standard comprehensive, was excitingly revived
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earlier this year. Even so, Britain's simmering racial tensions went largely unrecorded.

And, although Caryl Churchill was busy writing radio plays, British theatre - shockingly

- remained a male club. The stage did a lot to pin down social change in the 60s - but, if

you were female or black, the chances were your voice went unheard.

MB

Al Smith
I've always been a spaceship geek: my father had moved to the US in the mid-1960s and

worked for Nasa as a physicist, choosing the lunar landing sites for the Apollo missions.

Growing up, we'd stand in our garden with a pair of binoculars as he'd point out the seas

and mountain ranges on the surface of the Moon. He'd collected dozens of books about

the space programme, detailing the lives of those daring men who'd blasted off,

wandered around on the surface and fallen back to Earth.

Most of those astronauts were eldest or only sons, and all of them were married.

Marriage, it seems, was the silent rule of astronaut selection. To be an astronaut's wife

was not only a lucrative position, but powerful in the sense that these men needed their

wives if they wanted to leave the planet. They formed a tightknit group that fell to pieces

with catastrophic consequences after the launch of the first divorced astronaut aboard

Apollo 15 in 1971. My play The Astronaut Wives Club is the story of the people left

behind by the space race.

1970s

No one could describe the 70s as a happy decade. The Heath government (1970-74)

presided over mounting chaos: rising crime and unemployment, the three-day week,

Northern Ireland's Bloody Sunday, when paratroopers killed 13 demonstrators. Even if

the succeeding Wilson-Callaghan years (1974-79) steadied the ship, there was still an air

of crisis: resort to IMF loans, intensified mainland bombing, the "winter of discontent",

when binmen and gravediggers went on strike. Paradoxically, though, Britain's national

nervous breakdown inspired a rich succession of political plays.

Everywhere you looked, dramatists were using theatre as a political weapon. David

Edgar's Destiny charted the rise of a peculiarly British fascism. David Hare, in Fanshen

and Plenty, dissected the Chinese revolutionary process and Britain's postwar

disillusion. John McGrath's The Cheviot, The Stag and The Black, Black Oil, starting

from the 19th-century Highland Clearances and ending with the arrival of the multi-

nationals, did much to boost Scotland's sense of identity. And Trevor Griffiths emerged

as Britain's most mature political dramatist with Occupations, The Party and

Comedians; the last was a particularly fine play examining comedy's potential to

reinforce or subvert prejudice.
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Previously marginalised sectors of society also found their voice. Women's theatre

groups proliferated. Caryl Churchill quickly became a role model, starting the decade

with Owners and ending it with Cloud Nine: the former a vivid portrait of a

pre-Thatcherite property owner, the latter a comic look at oppression. Where Churchill

led, Pam Gems, Mary O'Malley and others followed. Meanwhile, Mustapha Matura,

Michael Abbensetts and Tunde Ikoli opened doors to a new generation of black British

writers, whose work appeared alongside imports from South Africa, notably Athol

Fugard's Sizwe Bansi Is Dead.

For all that, by the end of the decade there was a prevailing sense of impotence. British

theatre had used every possible means - epic, satire, social commentary, historical

metaphor - to analyse the state of the nation. But had anything really changed? And if

our theatre had overlooked one particular trend, it was that, even in a time of crisis, the

middle classes prospered. Only two dramatists seemed alert to the shifts in suburbia.

One was the underrated Alan Ayckbourn, whose Absurd Person Singular (1972)

predicted the rise of the go-getting local entrepreneur. The other was Mike Leigh, who,

in the priceless Abigail's Party (1977), harpooned the desperation that underlay

middle-class affluence. These writers were exceptions in grasping a central truth: that

national chaos didn't preclude individual prosperity.

MB

Barrie Keeffe
After the climax of the Silver Jubilee celebrations at St Paul's Cathedral and a banquet at

the Guildhall, the Queen went on a walkabout. She was approached by a boy who asked

for her autograph. An equerry put him straight. "The Queen only signs acts of

parliament," he told the kid. So there. This incident doesn't feature in my play Still

Killing Time, but the Silver Jubilee celebrations do - the festivities are seen by the

central characters as something to exploit instead of their dead-end life on street

corners.

The other great celebration was the birth of punk, led by the Sex Pistols. This excited me

into writing, in 1977, Killing Time, the first part of my trilogy Barbarians. If I were

dealing with the same subject in the present day, I guess I'd focus on what are called

hoodies - the kids you avoid on street corners.

I'm glad the NYT asked me to return to the 70s, a decade I remember with much

affection, despite the hardships of mounting youth unemployment. Although 1977 began

with seven IRA bombs exploding one night in London, and the decade came to a close

with another eruption (the election victory of Margaret Thatcher), there was so much

fun as well.
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I liked the Sex Pistols being banned by the BBC. And I remember, one hot August night,

switching on my car radio to hear what was to be an all-night stream of Elvis Presley

hits. The King had died on August 16, 1976.

1980s

There's no getting away from it: Mrs Thatcher, who was in power from 1979 to 1990,

defined the decade. Even if Thatcherism amounted to what Hugo Young called "a ragbag

of ideas" lacking intellectual coherence, we all knew roughly what it stood for. A belief in

the untrammelled free market. Privatisation. Cuts in public spending. All this was to

have a devastating effect on theatre, which was driven to regard "bums on seats" as the

ultimate sign of success. So perhaps it is not surprising it took dramatists a long time to

launch a critique of Thatcherite values.

It is also no accident that the Thatcherite decade coincided with the dominance of the

musical: a form that combines celebration of individualism with sentimental uplift.

Some purported to see a radical spirit in Les Misérables; what it actually did was

glamorise poverty and offer a 19th-century version of TV's The Fugitive. If you look

closely at the other hit shows of the decade - Cats, Starlight Express, The Phantom of the

Opera - you find they all fit perfectly into the Thatcherite mould: individuals triumph

over circumstance leading to a transcendent apotheosis.

Dramatists were marginalised; Andrew Lloyd Webber and Cameron Mackintosh were

the theatrical icons of this decade. In Thatcher's first term, only two works got to grips

with the new order. Howard Brenton and Tony Howard's A Short Sharp Shock (1980)

offered broadsword satire - and was sufficiently wounding for the arts minister to

apologise to the Commons for its presentation in a subsidised theatre in London. Caryl

Churchill's Top Girls (1982) turned out to be more durable: a devastating attack on

female replication of the male success ethic.

It was only late in the decade that attacks on Thatcherism and its consequences

multiplied: Jim Cartwright's Road (1986), Steven Berkoff's Sink the Belgrano (1986),

Churchill's Serious Money (1987), Hare's The Secret Rapture (1988). But once again it

was the supposedly inoffensive Alan Ayckbourn who provided one of the sharpest

attacks on the moral values of a loathsome decade. In A Small Family Business,

Ayckbourn showed how, once you elevate the profit motive to the status of holy grail,

even the "family" becomes a cover for chicanery, fraud and murder.

Of course, the 1980s wasn't all bad news. The national companies staged a series of

epics: The Oresteia, Nicholas Nickleby, The Mysteries. A handful of new writers

emerged: Timberlake Wertenbaker, Doug Lucie, Billy Roche, Charlotte Keatley. Hare

and Brenton's Pravda buoyantly satirised the Fourth Estate. But just as theatre
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rediscovered its oppositional role, it was handicapped by subsidy cuts. Thatcherism not

only defined the decade, it determined the nature of theatre.

MB

Amy Evans
I was a kid in the 80s. In school, I recall a teacher holding up two German flags,

explaining that one represented the east and the other the west. Then she announced

that we would concern ourselves only with the west. I learned two things from that

lesson: West German children got Wednesdays free from school, and the choice to

acknowledge some countries and ignore others was entirely arbitrary. Later, I learned

that many West German kids had school on Saturdays - and that the choice to

acknowledge or ignore is anything but arbitrary.

To me, the 80s are best characterised by two things: fear and acts of resistance. In the

US, under the watchful eye of Ronald Reagan, crack cocaine and Aids would become the

decade's Hurricane Katrina. From my vantage point in middle America, where whole

countries were swept aside in the classroom, I struggled to understand the words being

used to describe the world around me: "sanctions", "carnage", "concede", "abate".

When the NYT commissioned me to write a play set in the 80s, I decided to tell the story

of how 200 kids climbed over the Berlin Wall and fled to the east. I wanted to revisit this

time, where fear was balanced by acts of resistance, and remind audiences that it is

possible to fight water cannons and police tanks with stones, and win.

1990s

Even after her departure, Thatcher cast a long shadow. Thatcher begat Major who, in

turn, gave way to Blair - and both, in different ways, endorsed many of her values.

Theatre reflected her impact. The big event of the decade was the David Hare trilogy:

Racing Demon, Murmuring Judges and The Absence of War. What all three plays

offered was a sharp analysis of a society in which existing institutions had been

undermined; The Absence of War even prophetically suggested that Labour, after three

election defeats, might just as well become Tories.

In the middle of the decade, however, something exciting happened: an explosion of

new writing masterminded by Stephen Daldry at the Royal Court. This was the period of

Sarah Kane's Blasted, Mark Ravenhill's Shopping and Fucking, Joe Penhall's Some

Voices, Jez Butterworth's Mojo and Nick Grosso's Peaches: a diverse group of plays all

eventually corralled under the title of In Yer Face theatre. The implication was that

visceral shock-impact had replaced exploration of political analysis. To some extent,

that was true: the Hare-Edgar-Brenton form of epic drama was no longer taken as a role

model. But of more significance was that the new discoveries had all grown up in the
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80s - and what they were registering was the pain and angst of reaching maturity in a

bleakly materialist Britain. In that sense, the new writers were all Thatcher's children.

Politics didn't disappear from the agenda: it simply took new forms. The In Yer Face

gang explored the moral vacuum they inhabited. Harold Pinter constantly reminded us

that no man is an island: his vision of our connectedness to wider suffering culminated

in the lapidary Ashes to Ashes. And the Tricycle Theatre in London began to explore the

possibilities of verbatim theatre. First came Half the Picture, dealing with the Scott

Inquiry into the sale of arms to Iraq; then Nuremburg and Srebenica. Best of all was The

Colour of Justice in 1999, a remarkable play based on the Macpherson Inquiry into

Metropolitan police handling of the killing of Stephen Lawrence.

Theatre in the 90s certainly wasn't indifferent to public events or domestic reality; one

of the decade's wittiest plays was Ayub Khan-Din's East Is East, which dealt with the

tensions inside an Anglo-Pakistani family. If theatre was guilty of anything, it was its

slow response to what was actually happening under Major. Trevor Griffiths was the

only writer to deal directly with the Gulf war. And 1992's Black Wednesday, revealing

the government's panicky indecision in the face of sterling's catastrophic fall, went

undramatised. The Tricycle aside, our theatre still seemed more fascinated by the

Thatcherite past than the Majorite present.

MB

Samuel Adamson
The 90s saw a revolution in the ways we communicate. In my first play, written and set

in 1996, no one sent emails. By the time of my third in 1999, everyone was internet-

savvy, and chatroom scenes in plays were de rigueur. These were years of optimism, but

also of increasing social alienation. Why talk to your neighbour when you could chat to

an Ohio pig farmer? Why have a real pet when you could have a virtual one?

It was a time of decadent boom and end-of-century bust, when the average lifespan of a

website was less than a month, and when three nail bombs in London hinted at a new

kind of global strife. A Richard Ashcroft lyric sums it up: days of "melody and violence".

My play Fish and Company is full of lads and ladettes. It has a Tamagotchi, a lottery

ticket, an Oasis song, some cocaine and perhaps (budget allowing) a Rachel haircut. But

it doesn't nudge-and-wink at the decade. I became an adult back then, and my

characters go through the kinds of growing pains I went through. Life was a crap shoot.

The music was great, but the drugs didn't always work.

2000s

There is something so shifting and elusive about Blairite notions of the Third Way,
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triangulation and the public-private partnership that it has been difficult for dramatists

to get a handle on the Blair years. Mockery of the man replaced analysis of the politics.

Until, that is, Iraq: an event as socially divisive as Suez and one that has had a crippling

effect on the Labour government. Iraq may have marked the start of Blair's long, slow

decline - it also galvanised British theatre.

Even before the Iraq invasion took place, Justin Butcher's The Madness of George

Dubya satirised neo-con extremism through the framework of Kubrick's Dr Strangelove;

the speed with which the show shifted from the fringe to the West End showed it had

caught the public mood. But satire was just one weapon in theatre's responses to Iraq.

Fact was another. The Tricycle's Justifying War, based on the Hutton Inquiry, and

Guantánamo deployed the verbatim method, while David Hare's Stuff Happens, at the

National Theatre in 2004, used historical drama to examine how and why the move to

war had occurred. Classical theatre was given a new sharpness and edge by the conflict.

Revivals of Euripides's Hecuba and Iphigenia at Aulis acquired a contemporary political

thrust. And Nicholas Hytner's production of Henry V showed a national leader whipping

up support for an unpopular war.

In the Noughties, then, theatre reacquired something of its former political force. Hare's

The Permanent Way, even if it lampooned soft political targets, showed the devastating

human consequences of railway privatisation. Out of Joint's Talking to Terrorists,

although overshadowed by the London bombings, at least had the courage to seek out

victims and perpetrators of violence. The tensions in Britain's multi-racial society have

also been candidly addressed, not least by Roy Williams in Sing Yer Heart Out For the

Lads and Fallout, and by Kwame Kwei-Armah in Elmina's Kitchen.

British theatre has its faults. But, over the past 50 years, it has offered an evolving

portrait of the nation. Sometimes it has even addressed the world. On one topic,

however, it has remained tragically silent: the environment. While a government

scientist, David King, warns that global warming poses a greater threat than terrorism,

theatre remains outside the debate. I realise one may be inviting a whole series of bad,

parched-earth plays comparable to those turgid, post-nuclear holocaust pieces that were

once mandatory. But surely the key debate about energy supplies must trigger

someone's imagination. I don't care whether it's fact or fiction. I'd have thought

someone somewhere must have something to say about the future of our planet. Always

assuming it has one.

MB

Stella Duffy
In 1933, US President Roosevelt said: "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself." The

2000s has been the decade of fear: from the millennium bug to Sars and bird flu, via the
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axis of evil, Bush's presidencies (the legitimate and the illegitimate), homegrown and

imported terrorisms, global warming, the Aids and developing world poverty crises, and

the current state of the Middle East. It seems to me that we've been told to be afraid of

each other, of the world, more this decade than in any I've been alive. And - with both

parents old enough to have served in the second world war - more than they've

experienced in their lifetimes either. I don't mean more fear. I don't doubt my mother,

getting bombed out of her house for the third time, or my father, a prisoner-of-war for

four years, felt more actual, rational fear than we do right now. I mean more hype

around fear.

We are being told to be afraid. It excuses the cameras everywhere, the ID cards on their

way, the constant infringement of human rights across the globe. The logical extension

of not trusting "them" is to not trust "us" - and when there's no one to trust, what

happens to love?

But I don't believe it. I don't believe we are going to hell in a handcart. I don't believe we

can't make a difference. So I've written a political play. A satirical political play. Prime

Resident is an extreme take on what could be if we don't stop this fear behaviour our

rulers have bought into. If we don't stop scaring ourselves and, most especially, don't

stop scaring our young people. They've got to take this on, and they can't take it on if

we're frightening them, if we don't help them away from an apathetic can't-do-anything

culture into one where they're engaged and interested in politics. Because politics is as

big as global warming and as small as how we treat our lovers.

· Sextet: Six Writers, Six Plays, Six Decades opens at the Soho Theatre, London W1

(08704 296883), tomorrow.

· Michael Billington is writing a book about postwar theatre, to be published by Faber in

2007.
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